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Lethal lobby : 

the National Rifle Association 

Pierre LAGAYETTE 
Université Paris X - Nanterre 

Pour la première fois, ce lobby institutionnalisé qu'est la National Rifle 
(NRA), avec ses 3 millions de membres et son budget de 100 millions de 

dollars, a subi un revers avec l'adoption de la loi Brady en novembre 1993. Et 
ce, malgré le 2e amendement qui garantit (à qui ?) le droit de porter les armes, 
malgré les tactiques agressives et bien rodées de lobbying et les appels aux 
sentiments d'insécurité de la population. Cette perte de vitesse doit être 

aux erreurs des années 1980, à la montée des groupes « anti gun » 
susceptibles de contrebalancer sa puissance et à une évolution des enjeux. La 
NRA est bien décidée à faire face. 

When, on the evening of November 24, 1993, just a few hours 
away from the usual Thanksgiving recess, the Senate finally 

a compromise House-Senate bill l that will go down in history 
simply as the Brady bill, there was elation and exultation among 
the ranks of those who, for seven long years, had doggedly 

one single aim : the control of gun sales in the United States. 
The House having adopted the same text two days earlier with a 
comfortable majority (238-187), the Brady bill could now go to 
President Clinton for signature — which was done promptly 2. 
Since his election, Bill Clinton had repeatedly declared that he 
was committed to supporting any effort from the 103rd Congress 
to stem the tide of gun-related violence in the country 3. In 
August 1993, he went on to propose an omnibus anti-crime bill, an 
initiative received as a sign that, among White House priorities, 
cutting down crime and violence nationwide ranked level with 
universal health coverage or economic recovery. 

The extent of Jim Brady's and gun-control supporters' victory is 
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not to be measured by the amount, or nature, of the restrictions it 
will actually impose on the sales of firearms in the U.S. : the 
mandatory five-day waiting period for handgun purchases, plus a 
background check for any prospective buyer, is likely to have little 
immediate impact on the levels of firearm crimes. The 

optimists should, in addition, consider the fact that the 
conference bill adopted in November, and taking effect March 1, 
1994, is the result of a last-minute compromise between gun- 
control advocates and their opponents that allows for further 
congressional debates on technical points and possible 

to the Brady law during the 1994 session. 
What matters, really, and what makes the Brady law a 

is that, like Bunker Hill, or Shiloh, it is a symbolic, if 
Pyrrhic, victory. The victors, this time, are those who patiently 
built up a national case against the proliferation of hand weapons 
and, in the process, debunked the myth of the invincibility of the 
National Rifle Association. Indeed, the true measure of the gun 
regulators' 

victory will be found in the extent of the NRA's defeat. 
For the first time, thanks to the relentless efforts of Jim and 
Sarah Brady 4, an embryo of control was established against the 
will of Washington's most formidable lobby, a lobby that every 
member of Congress had learned to fear, an organization that 
combines the popular weight of over 3 million members with the 
financial strength of a corporation, valued at nearly $ 100 

5. 

One of the great religions... 

Often called the nation's « nastiest » lobby, the NRA acquired 
over the years, a reputation of toughness worthy of the thugs it 
claimed to oppose. As a special interest group, its positions have 
always been conservative, dogmatic and uncompromising. For some 
in this association, the defense of gun rights has become divorced 
from social reality and constantly threatens to turn irrational. 
Terms like « faith », « credo », « gospel », « crusade » would seem 
more appropriate when you speak on the NRA, than « policies », 
« issues », or « campaigns ». The vocabulary of politics is hardly for 
them. As former Executive Vice-Président J. Warren Cassidy once 
pointed out : « You would get a far better understanding if you 
approached us as if you were approaching one of the great 

of the world. » 6 What, then, is this National Rifle 
? 

A sporting group, first. Historically, the NRA goes back to the 
post-Civil War days. It was founded and developed by two zealous 
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patriots, a former war Correspondent, William Conant Church, 
and a former Union Army general, George Wingate, reputedly to 
improve the marskmanship of soldiers and the National Guard. 
Established in 1871 as a civilians' association, it first organized 
target practice and shooting competitions. NRA-sponsored clubs 
appeared throughout the country and interest in firearms never 
stopped growing. The Association owed its subsequent development 
chiefly to the two World Wars which 1) tremendously increased 
the number of available firearms, and 2) created a passionate 
relationship between servicemen and their weapons which could 
not abruptly end with the wars. The turning point came in the 
years immediately following World War Two, when the NRA 

tripled in three years as 9 million demobilized GI's 
returned to civilian life. These new members proved, however, to 
be more attracted to hunting than to shooting matches, and the 
NRA wanted to cater to their needs. A shift occurred in the 
Association's priorities and, writes Osha Gray Davidson in his 
excellent monograph on the NRA, « it began to place greater 
emphasis on programs that served hunters » (OGD, 28). For the 
next twenty years it pursued no other objectives than to train 
people in firearm safety and use, to organize shooting competitions 
and to protect hunter's rights. 

Although the NRA had its headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
since 1907, lobbying was a marginal activity because there was not 
much to lobby about. Except for the National Firearms Act of 
1934 7, there had been no sweeping federal law on guns in the 
first half of the 20th century. But the political turmoil of the 
1960s, with its wave of assassinations, triggered a sharp emotional 
reaction on the part of Congress : in 1968, it passed the Gun 
Control Act. Here was a major piece of legislation, a 

set of bans and prohibitions 8, which were to be enforced by a 
newly created agency, the Alcohol and Tobacco Division of the 
Internal Revenue Service (renamed the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms in 1972 and today known as ATF). The measure had 
a temporary soothing effect on legislators' consciences, but, more 
importantly, it opened a lasting rift within the NRA leadership, 
between those who wanted to keep the Association's image as a 
sportsmen's league intact and the hard-liners who intended to 
make lobbying Congress the NRA's primary goal. 

Internecine struggles lasted almost a decade. In 1977, under its 
new chief, Harlon Carter, the NRA emerged as an activist 

that rapidly earned the name of « the Gun Lobby » in 
political spheres. When Harlon Carter took over, he had been for 
two years (i.e., since its creation in 1975) director of the Institute 
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for Legislative Action (ILA), a wing of the NRA responsible for its 
lobbying activities. In the following years, the ILA would not only 
grow greatly within the NRA but also become a sort of 

for future NRA leaders. Both J. Warren Cassidy and his 
successor, Wayne LaPierre — the current head of the NRA — first 
served as top executives in the ILA. By the very nature of its 
action in the corridors of power, the ILA breeds pugnacious 

fully committed to defending NRA positions and to 
the gun-rights gospel. For these purposes, powerful 

of propaganda were developed : beside the venerable 
Rifleman, the Association's « official » magazine, several other 

publications have sprouted, over the years, among them the 
American Hunter, NRAction, the ILA newspaper, and, most 
recently, The Badge 9. No efforts (however heavy-handedly) were 
ever spared to defend the NRA doctrine and opinions. What 
mattered was that both the legislators and the American public 
should get the gun lobby's message ; and they usually did. 

Gun is my right 

As a single-interest group, the NRA has but a single objective : 
to preserve the right of American citizens to own firearms. There 
are reportedly about 200 million firearms of all types circulating in 
the U.S. today — as compared with 50 millions in 1945 — which 
means nearly one for every resident. This includes 60 to 70 million 
handguns and an estimated 1 to 3 million semi-automatic assault- 
type weapons. Despite legislators' regular attempts to curb the 
proliferation of privately-owned weapons in the past twenty-five 
years, figures show the Americans' lasting attachment to guns. 
The NRA, for its part, maintains that gun-possession is an 

right whose origins go back to the founding of the nation. 
The NRA's main argument in its case for gun rights is based on 

the Second Amendment of the constitution : « A well-regulated 
Militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of 
the people to keep and bear Arms shall not be infringed » 10. Legal 
scholars have long pondered the meaning of this ambiguously 
phrased amendment and the courts, time and again, have had to 
decide how it should be interpreted. The Supreme Court itself, at 
intervals, has addressed the problem of whether the « right... to 
keep and bears Arms » concerned individual citizens or organized 
militias. In the 1876 landmark case United States v. Cruickshank 
(92 US 542), the Court ruled that this right was not « a right 
granted by the Constitution » and that the Amendment « means no 
more than that it shall not be infringed by Congress » — a 
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restriction which, in the Court's opinion, did not apply to the state 
governments. The latter were therefore entitled to regulate 
firearms. The Court further endorsed state regulations in Presser 
v. Illinois (116 US 252, 1896) and in United States v. Miller 
(307 US 174, 1939), yet never went so far as to rule on the clumsy 
phrasaeology of the Second Amendment. The nearest they came 
was in 1990 when Chief Justice Rehnquist, writing the opinion of 
the Court in the case United States v. Rene Martin Verdugo- 
Urguides (494 US 1092), pointed to the repeated use of the phrase 
« right of the people » in the Bill of Rights (e.g. First, Second and 
Fourth Amendments) in arguing that the term referred to 

Americans. 

Lobbying Tactics 

Rehnquist thus played into the NRA's hands. The gun lobby's 
rhetoric, when it comes to gun legislation, assumes the simplicity 
of biblical commandments, something like « Thou shalt not take 
away another man's gun. » In the past twenty years, the NRA has 
seized every opportunity to reaffirm its conviction that firearms 
are a citizen's best friends. The fact that every piece of gun 
regulation coming out of Congress was an intolerable onslaught on 
individual rights used to pass for the lobby's hard line. It is now 
common stuff and pressuring legislators has become something of 
a holy crusade. In the words of one of Arizona Senator Dennis De 
Concini's aides : « Its [is] a religious war. You're either with them 
or against them » (OGD, 213). 

The NRA's aggressive lobbying techniques, its tactics of 
traditionally commanded respect and fear on the Hill. 

Newly elected Congressmen were cautioned not to cross the NRA 
and avoide to vote with the gun group if they intended to seek 
reelection. Many an election until the late 1980s effectively 
depended on NRA backing. And quite a number of candidates 
knew that they owed their defeat to adverse NRA campaigns. Not 
even Michael Dukakis, that « stinking Greek », as one of the NRA 
Board members called him, could survive the NRA's $ 7 million 
drive against him in the 1988 presidential election. He did not lose 
because of a single issue, but his anti-gun stance (as governor of 
Massachusetts and during the presidential campaign) cost him 
many of the traditionally pro-gun southern states, includind 

Texas. 
What makes the NRA's power so devastating is that its action is 

not limited to the usual lobbying performances of other pressure 
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groups. The NRA does not merely push or block bills ; it moves to 
reward or punish legislators according to their stance in matters 
related to the group's interests. The NRA's electoral abilities have 
greatly enhanced its legislative influence. And these abilities are 
based on an enduring popular appeal, on the fact that the NRA is 
a grass-roots organization that claims to represent and defend the 
individual citizen against governement and other collective harass- 
ments. As a populist group with radical views that sometimes 
recall the old Southern demagoguery, the NRA has been 

Whatever disagreement one may have with its positions, one 
must credit the Association with their remarkable constancy and 
coherence, even if they rely on a manichean vision of the world 
where the forces of good and evil are permanently and visibly at 
war. 

To win the American public over to its side, the NRA reaches 
out to two fundamental feelings : fear and pride, alternatively 
using what Osha Gray Davidson calls the « Armaggedon Appeal » 
and the « Patriotic Imperative » in its mail or media campaigns. 
The first suggests that each NRA battle is a crucial one and that 
the world might collapse in case of defeat. The Association sends 
« alerts » to its members every time gun-control legislation looms 
ahead. In 1991, the NRA spent about $10 million just for mailings. 
These letters, together with TV and newspaper advertisements, 
warn Americans against a gun-controlled nation where honest but 
disarmed citizens stand exposed to the artillery fire of rapidly 
expanding gangs of criminals. « Guns don't kill people ; people kill 
people », runs a well-known NRA slogan that the group uses to 
advocate more stringent measures against crime. All of the NRA's 
current media efforts are saturated with this anti-crime rhetoric. 
To increase the impact of its media campaigns, the NRA enrolls 
famous Americans (and members) — celebrities like Roy Rogers, 
astronaut Walter Schirra, test pilot Chuck Yaeger, and veteran 
actor Charlton Heston. In a recently released TV ad, Heston could 
be seen hammering home standard NRA propaganda in typical 
lines such as : « They say guns are the problem. But criminals rule 
your streets, and they disarm you. Guns aren't the problem, 
criminals are. » (OGD, 251). 

Arise, ye Americans ! Apocalypse is at hand ! By appealing to 
the citizen's feeling of insecurity and fear of disaster, the NRA 
always managed to improve (at times to stabilize) its level of 
public support. At the same time, since the survival of the entire 
nation appears to be at stake, the NRA's arguments carry patriotic 
overtones. In short : whoever supports the NRA cares for his 
country and therefore is a good patriot. The group's military 
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origins resurface here, together with the old subterranean belief 
that wherever a government may fail in the defense of the 

a militia may take over. The Patriotic Imperative carries 
us back to the historically grounded — and, for the NRA, 

grounded — conviction that an armed civilian may be 
more effective than a professional soldier. Did not George 
Washington's citizen-soldiers stand up to the world's best army at 
Bunker Hill and Yorktown ? One may even call to witness such 
serious judges of the human characters as James Madison or 
Thomas Jefferson. The latter's libertarian views are 

: « What country, » he once worte, « can preserve its liberties 
if their rulers are not warned from time to time that their people 
preserve the spirit of resistance. Let them take arms. » n As for 
Edward Abbey, the champion of modern individualism, he believes 
that a disarmed citizenry paves the way for dictatorship : « The 
rifle is the weapon of democracy, » he claims in Desert Solitaire, 
« If guns are outlawed, only the governement will have guns... 
Only the government — and a few outlaws. I intend to be among 
the outlaws. » 12. 

Under Fire- 

But the outlaws are no longer roaming the deserted ranges of 
the West. They have invaded the modern city, quiet 

the schools, malls and shopping centers, cafeterias, the 
working place. They are everywhere, even in Washington, D.C., 
the very place where law-makers congregate to draw a line against 
crime. The capital experienced a sudden surge in homicides in the 
last three years that caused it to be dubbed the « murder capital 
of America ». Provisional figures for 1993 indicate over 1,650 
shootings and 432 murders — the highest homicide rate in the 
country — for the District of Columbia. And 83 % of these murders 
involved a gun. Nationwide, the number of homicides stood at 
23,760 in 1992 (an increase of 23 % over a decade), of which 68 % 
had been committed with firearms (a rise of 65 % over the same 
period). Including suicides and firearms accidents, guns were 
involved in staggering 37,000 deaths in 1992, which is close to 
motor vehicle deaths (40,300) ; and gun control advocates predict 
that, barring appropriate legislation, gun-related deaths might 
very soon overtake traffic fatalities. 

Those statistics should be enough to trigger a reversal in public 
opinion. Yet, polls show that over the last thirty-five years 

hardly wavered in their attachment to firearms. Gallup 
in 1959 showed that 49 % of Americans declared they owned 
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a gun, 50 % in 1968, 58 % in 1983 and 48 % in March 1993. The 
latter poll shows the typical gun-owner to be a white, 50-64 years 
old, rural, southerner with no college education, a GOP card, and 
an income in the $ 30,000 — 49,990 bracket ! It is for this kind of 
citizen, voter, and potential adherent that the NRA carries the 
greatest appeal, with the result that in the face of adversity, when 
crime-control and gun-control laws overflow the congressional 
agenda, the NRA can boast of an all-time high of 3.2 million active 
members (up from 2.8 millions in 1990), with, as Wayne LaPierre 
confidently observes, a potential to increase to 6-7 million 

in the coming years. 
To what is only, for the moment, propagandist rodomontades, 

one may oppose the fact that 70 % of Americans favor stricter gun 
laws (Gallup poll, March 1993) and, more significantly, 57 % of 
gun owners. By the time the Brady bill had been signed, a Times/ 
Mirror survey (December 2-5, 1993) indicated that 57 % of 

supported Clinton's handling of the gun-control issue and 
45 % felt that the NRA had too much to say about gun-control 
laws. The gun lobby was pilloried as an evil inlfuence in this 
major social debate ; the President himself had targeted the NRA 
earlier in 1993, saying the lobby was in « error » when opposing 
« every attempt to bring some safety and some rationality into the 
way we handle some of the serious criminal problems we have. » 13 
Rather a fall from grace when one thinks of the way the NRA rode 
the wave of presidential support with lifetime members Ronald 
Reagan and George Bush. Reagan had been the first candidate to 
the presidency ever backed by the NRA and the newly-elected 
President paid an exceptional visit to the 1981 NRA convention in 
Phoenix, saying, as usual, just the kind of words his audience 
wanted to hear : « We will never disarm any American who seeks 
to protect his or her family from fear or harm. » (OGD, 38-39). 
During the next few years, the ILA, the lobbying branch of the 
NRA, would master « the marble halls and concrete canyons of 
Washington, » as one Washington Post editorialist put it (OGD, 
39). Reagan even came close to fulfilling one of his campaign 
pledges to the NRA and abolishing entirely the only federal gun- 
control agency, the ATF (Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) 
in the spring of 1982. And the NRA thrived ; for a while, George 
Bush, in 1988, derived less from NRA direct support than from the 
lobby's campaign against Michael Dukakis. Bush, though, felt 
compelled to address the concerns of NRA members : « As a 

veteran, hunter and a Life Member of the National Rifle 
Association, » he wrote in an open letter printed in The American 
Rifleman, « I've owned, used and respected firearms for most of my 
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life... You can support my opponent and give up the rights you 
cherish, or you can support me and maintain your right to keep 
and bear arms. » (OGD, 142) Yet Bush's commitment to defend 
such a « right » never proved as strong as Reagan's. The tides had 
begun to turn, already, and the NRA found itself increasingly in a 
defensive position. Only a few months after his election, Bush 
approved a ban on the importation of assault weapons (April 
1989). The NRA balked, complained, but just continued with its 
quiet and patient work of peddling influence in Congress and 
restoring its degraded public image. 

There was much to be done : the reputation of the NRA had 
been tarnished by the lobby's mismanagement of a few crucial 
issues in the 1980s. The once untouchable Association was now 
under attack, and losing ground. What caused such a turnaround ? 
First, even conservative Congressmen got tired of the take-no- 
prisoners tactics applied by the NRA. They could probably 

the rationale behind the NRA-supported Firearms Owners 
Protection Act (1986) that rolled back some of the key provisions 
of the Gun Control Act of 1968 and gave more leeway to hunters, 
sporting clubs and firearm dealers. But when it came, for example, 
to instituting a ban on armor-piercing bullets (the famous « cop- 
killers », a.k.a. « Apple greens » or KTMs) that posed a serious 
threat to the police forces when used by street criminals, the 
NRA's staunch opposition to all regulations began to backfire. Not 
only did the lobby's relations with the police (traditionally good) 
deteriorated almost instantly, but the whole logic of leaving the 
gun market open and free for sportsmen began to appear twisted. 
The « cop-killer » bullets were banned in 1986, and the wound the 
lobby then received never healed. Similarly, in 1987, the NRA took 
the wrong stance in the national debate over « plastic guns », those 
undetectable weapons that could easily pass through airport 

systems. By loudly opposing legislation, it further alienated the 
police associations. By trying « to kill the issue outright », as the 
ILA chief himself put it, the NRA offered a thoroughly negative 
image to the public. Plastic guns were finally banned in 
November 1988. Less than two months later, in February 1989, 
horrified Americans learnt of the mass shooting of children in a 
Stockton, Ca., elementary school by a mentally disturbed young 
man armed with a semi-automatic AK-47 assault rifle, and 
realized that none of the some 20,000 pieces of legislation on 
firearms currently in existence carried a ban on assault weapons. 
Responding immediately to national emotion and anger, the Bush 
administration blocked importations of semi-automatic guns u. 
That was April 1989. The NRA claimed that « gun-grabbers » were 
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after all kinds of weapons, not just semi-automatics, and launched 
an all-out lobbying campaign that clearly showed that the group 
was perhaps down, but not out. It has, in fact, remained powerful 
enough to delay final action on a ban of assault weapons for five 
full years. On May 5, 1994, the house finally approved (by a very 
narrow margin : 216 to 214!) a ban on 19 types of assault 
weapons 15. 

The second reason for the NRA's loss of omnipotence has been 
the emergence and rise of a few activist anti-gun groups whose 
influence in Washington has grown over the years, precisely as the 
NRA suffered setbacks. The oldest and best-known of these groups 
is Handgun Control Inc., founded in 1974 by Pete Shields, with a 
current membership of about 360,000, and headed by Sarah Brady. 
Though dwarfed by the NRA, HCI managed to beat the mega- 
lobby on the handgun registration issue (i.e. Brady law). Other 
activist gun-control advocates include the National Alliance 
Against Violence, the National Coalition to Ban Handguns and the 
Coalition to Stop Gun Violence. None of these small groups can 
come up with funds matching the $ 12 million lobbying budget of 
the NRA. None of them is capable, as the NRA was in 1992, of 
pouring $ 2.5 million into Congressional elections. None has 
enough financial backup to launch the like of the NRA's latest $ 3 
million CrimeStrike campaign. Anti-gun lobbies will therefore 
achieve little unless they receive unstinting support from 

legislators, which is currently the case. They also now have 
allies in the White House and at the Justice Department. For the 
moment, having acknowledged defeat on the Brady law, the NRA 
is gathering forces, as it tries to regain some of its former public 
standing, chiefly by focusing on children and teenage programs in 
gun education 16. The latest FBI statistics indicate that murders 
committed by teens doubled between 1984 and 1993, and 

with guns is increasing among young people : approximately 
100,000 students carry a gun to school each day ; and what to say 
of the streets ? The murder rate increased another 3 % between 
1992 and 1993. The Brady law does not directly address this kind 
of social problem. It remains to be seen whether, as the NRA 
argues, the Brady type of gun control will have any impact on the 
availability of handguns. The 300,000 gun dealers currently 
licensed in the U.S. form only a part — about 27 % in 1991 — of 
the firearms market. Gun shows, where sales are as yet 

private gun collectors, the black market, and theft, can still 
provide criminals with anything from a Smith & Wesson to a 
bazooka. There are today so many loopholes in gun control, at 
federal and state levels, that the NRA and its opponents have no 
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lack of lobbying to fight in the years ahead. Understandably, the 
emphasis of gun righters will be laid on criminals, not on their 
weapons. And the lobby can rely on a few good friends on the 
Hill : four members of Congress sit on the NRA board of directors, 
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jack Brooks is a staunch 
supporter, and so is House Speaker Tom Foley, whose dilatory 
moves blocked the passage of the Brady bill for several years. And 
money keeps coming in, not only from members, but from the U.S. 
firearms industry, a highly consolidated sector, so far almost 

unregulated, that stands to lose much if gun control is 
Both the NRA and domestic arms manufacturers enjoy a 

community of interests that causes them to ally in a defense of the 
same causes. No law against gun violence will become really 
effective until the industry that provides the guns is itself 

But this « supply-side » view of the problem — stemming the 
production and importation of firearms — would harm the U.S. 
gun makers, perhaps prove lethal for some of them. The issue, 
therefore, does not just involve the sportsman shooting game, or 

even the average citizen attempting to defend his life or 17 ; it does not rest simply in philosophical and judicial 

; it reaches out to industrial interests and market 
imperatives. The problem of firearm violence now affects the whole 
fabric of American social life ; and the NRA needs to redefine its 
positions and update its arguments. 

Recently, it has lost some ground to the regulators ; but you 
may expect the resilient, ever-alert gun lobby to be back into the 
field soon, with renewed strength and greater persuasiveness. 

NOTES 

1. H. Rept. 103-412. 2. November 30, 1993. 3. He had also clearly — albeit 
briefly — referred to handgun control in his February 17, 1993 address to 
Congress, warning, « If you pass the Brady bill, I'll sure sign it ». 4. James Brady, 
now 53, was President Reagan's press secretary. He was gravely wounded 
March 30, 1981 by John Hinckley Jr. when the latter attempted to kill the 
President at the Washington Hilton. Brady received a bullet in the head that left 
him permanently confined to a wheelchair. 5. Assets for 1989 ; annual budget for 
that year : $ 88 million. 6. « Under Fire » TIME Magazine, January 29, 1990, 
16-23. 7. This Act regulated the sales of machine-guns and sawed-off shotguns 
principally. 8. This measure provided for an extended licensing to all firearms 
dealers, prohibited dealers from selling handguns to out-of-state residents and 
prohibited individuals from purchasing handguns in another state. It also banned 
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the mail-order sale of guns (this is the way Lee Harvey Oswald had acquired the 
rifle that presumably killed John Kennedy) and expanded the list of people to 
whom dealers must not sell firearms (i.e. practically all convicted felons, people 
with a mental illness record and illegal drug users). Finally, it banned the 
importation of guns that were not « particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 
sporting purposes. » 9. This tabloid, with a circulation of 150,000, is published by 
a subdivision of the ILA, the Division of Law Enforcement Relations (LER), created 
in 1988 with a view to regaining some police support after the NRA's anti-gun 
control campaigns had raised indignation among the police forces in the 

10. The second half of this sentence (« ...the right of the people to keep and 
bear Arms shall not be infringed ») frames the entrance of the NRA headquarters 
in Washington, D.C. ! 11. Robert E. Shalhope, « The Ideological Origins of the 
Second Amendment, » The Journal of American History, 69 : 3, December 1982, 
p. 613. 12. Loc. cit. 13. Facts on File, vol. 53, 2728, March 11, 1993, 
p. 155. 14. It was estimated in 1991 that 1-3 million semi-automatic weapons 
were in the hands of private citizens. And the Waco, Tex., incident, in February 
1993, brought into public light the fact that anyone could freely pile up impressive 
arsenals including assault weapons, under U.S. law. 15. The Senate version of the 
omnibus crime bill, voted in November 1993, already included an assault weapons 
ban. President Clinton has rushed in to put pressure on Representatives, urging 
Congressmen to « ban the weapons of war that plague our streets ». And the 
passage of the House bill was largely the result of a last-minute media blitz by the 
President and major gun control advocates that won over at least 15 undecided 
Congressmen. 16. Like the Eddie Eagle Elementary Gun Safety Education 

geared for pre-school to 6th grade children. The NRA boasts that its safety 
campaigns helped bring the number of fatal firearm accidents for children aged 
0-14 down from 550 in 1975 to 236 in 1990. 17. Surveys by Prof. Gary Kleck 
(Florida State University) and by the NAAV (National Alliance Against Violence) 
show that handguns are currently used approximately 650,000 times a year for 
self-defense in the U.S. — or, roughly, once every 48 seconds ! (See : David B. 
Kopel, « Hold Your Fire », Police Review, Winter 1993, p. 60). 
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